We discuss finite local extensions of quantum field theories in low space time dimensions in connection with categorical structures and the question of modular invariants in conformal field theory, also touching upon purely mathematical ramifications.
What changes in low dimensional spacetimes?
When one considers QFTs in Minkowski space of dimension 1 + 1 or just on the light ray R, the category DHR(A) can only be proven to be braided [14, I] . In [19] this was strengthened considerably, in that it was shown that DHR(A) is maximally non-symmetric, to wit a modular category in the sense of Turaev, for the important class of 'completely rational' models (a rigorous axiomatization of rational chiral conformal QFTs). In this situation it is clear that DHR(A) cannot be equivalent to a representation category of a group. Another advantage of the alternative construction of the field net [17] is that it also applies in low dimensions provided a fiber functor from DHR(A) to the category of Hilbert spaces is given: Roberts' construction of the field net as described in [17] goes through essentially unchanged, and appealing to a version of Woronowicz's Tannakian theorem [29] one obtains a discrete algebraic quantum group acting on F and an Rmatrix describing the spacelike commutation relations of F (which will be far from local), cf. [28] .
However, in general a fiber functor for DHR(A) will not exist (as can be proven e.g. when the category is finite and contains objects of non-integer dimension). At least in the case of a finite category, one can always get around this problem obtaining [30] a weak Hopf algebra, acting on the reduced field bundle of [14, II] , but it is not clear that this is useful: The weak Hopf algebra is not uniquely determined by DHR(A) so that it does not have an intrinsic physical meaning. (Furthermore, the inclusion A ⊂ F has the undesirable property of being reducible.) For many purposes it seems better to resign oneself to considering the category DHR(A) itself as the fundamental structure. The rest of this note is an attempt to convince the reader of the feasibility, even elegance, of such an approach. Cf. [28] for details.
Categorical analysis of local extensions
The first question we address is the classification of extensions of a QFT, in particular local ones and their representation categories. By an extension B ⊃ A of a QFT we mean an inclusion preserving assignment O → B(O) ⊃ A(O) satisfying covariance and irreducibility, but not necessarily locality. If B is local we call it a local extension. In [23] it was shown that there is a bijection between (unitary equivalence classes of) extensions B ⊃ A that are finite (i. • c(Γ, X) = µ. These 'dyslexic' or 'local' modules form a braided tensor category in a canonical way, cf. [31] . While the proof of Theorem 3.1 is too long to be exhibited here, it can be given in a few pages including the prerequisites. It uses results of [1] on α-induction to obtain a full and faithful braided tensor functor Γ − Mod 0 DHR(A) → DHR(B) and [19] together with the result dim Γ − Mod
from [20] to conclude essential surjectivity.
2. The analogous result in the context of vertex operator algebras appears in [20] , but many hard VOA technicalities have not yet been worked out.
3. The above result also holds in ≥ 2 + 1 dimensions where the representation categories are symmetric and every Γ-module is local. But in this case, DHR(A) is equivalent to Rep G and commutative algebras in Rep G correspond to subgroups of H ⊂ G, cf. [30] . Thus we recover (at least for finite extensions) the Galois correspondence mentioned in the introduction.
4. In view of the above result, almost all questions concerning finite local extensions of QFTs and their representation categories can be reduced to purely categorical, i.e. algebraic considerations. An obvious exception to this is the inverse problem, to wit the question which categories are realized in some QFT model. (The analogous question in the group theoretic situation d ≥ 2 + 1 was settled in [10] .)
Recall that in d ≥ 2 + 1 dimensions, the extension F has trivial representation category. In low dimensions it is not true that a local extension with this property always exists, since in view of Theorem 3.1, we have:
3.3 Corollary A completely rational theory A admits a local extension with trivial representation category iff C = DHR(A) contains a commutative algebra Γ such that
(Notice that every commutative algebra Γ in a modular category C satisfies d(Γ) 2 ≤ dim C, cf. [20] .) The question when such a commutative algebra exists is answered by the following remarkable 3.4 Theorem A commutative algebra Γ in a modular category gives rise to a braided equivalence
Here Z(·) is the categorical center of a tensor category due to Drinfeld, Majid, Joyal and Street which was proven [24] to be modular for every fusion category D with dim D = 0. Theorem 3.4 was obtained by Kitaev and the author [21] . The first half was discovered independently in [13] , and results related to the second half are obtained in [3] . Combining Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 we have:
3.5 Corollary A completely rational theory A admits a local extension with trivial representation category iff the modular category DHR(A) is a Drinfeld center.
The ⇒ direction actually seems to be more useful. E.g., one can use it to prove:
3.6 Corollary Let B be a completely rational theory with trivial representation category acted upon freely by a finite group G, and let A = B G be the 'orbifold' theory. Then there is a unique
3.7 Remark A more general analysis of orbifold QFTs A = B G without the triviality assumption on DHR(B) was given in [25] . However, this did not yield the above corollary since a certain coherence theorem for braided crossed G-categories was missing. But see [27] .
Even when A admits no local extension B ⊃ A with trivial DHR(B), it follows easily from the above results that maximal local extensions always exist and that every local extension embeds into a maximal one. Contrary to the situation for d ≥ 2 + 1, it is not true that there is a unique (up to unitary equivalence) maximal local extension. (E.g., if A is completely rational with DHR(A) ≃ D(G) − Mod, then there exist at least two non-isomorphic commutative algebras Γ, Γ such that d(Γ) = d( Γ) = |G|, giving rise to local extensions that are not unitarily equivalent.)
However, by a result of [5] , cf. Section 5, all maximal local extensions have braided equivalent representation categories. In particular, if a local extension with trivial representation category exists, then every local extension embeds into one with trivial representation category.
Connections with Rehren's approach to modular invariants
It is well known that a modular category C gives rise to a finite dimensional representation of the modular group SL(2, Z), acting on the complexified Grothendieck group of C. Given two modular categories C L , C R , a modular invariant used to be defined as a Z ≥0 -valued matrix (Z ij ), indexed by the respective sets I L , I R of simple objects, that satisfies Z 00 = 1 and intertwines the associated representations of SL(2, Z), i.e. Zπ L (g) = π R (g)Z. This definition turned out to be insufficient, and from now on 'modular invariant' will mean the following for us:
CR . The question immediately arises whether two given categories C L , C R admit a modular invariant. In the left-right symmetric case C L = C R = C at least one modular invariant always exists, to wit the triple (1, 1, id C ) (giving rise to the diagonal matrix Z = 1). A very ingenious subfactor theoretic approach to finding non-trivial modular invariants in this left-right symmetric situation was initiated in [1] and pursued further in [2] . This approach turned out [30, 15] to be of essentially categorical nature, revolving around algebras in C that are not necessarily commutative and thus do not have an interpretation in terms of local extensions. A more physically motivated approach, applicable also when C L ≃ C R , was proposed in [32] , where it was shown that, given two chiral CQFTs A L , A R and considering their product A = A L ⊗ A R as a QFT on 1 + 1-dimensional Minkowski space, every finite local extension B ⊃ A gives rise to a matrix Z satisfying Z 00 = 1 and intertwining the T -matrices of the modular categories C L , C R . Furthermore, it was conjectured that ZS L = S R Z iff DHR(B) is trivial. Proofs of this were found by the author and by R. Longo and Y. Kawahigashi (both remained unpublished). In [32] it was also shown that, given
and have isomorphic fusion rings. In [18] it was even shown that one has an equivalence E : DHR( A L ) → DHR( A R ) of braided tensor categories. Recalling the correspondence [23] between local extensions B ⊃ A and commutative algebras in DHR(A) as well as Theorem 3.1, we conclude that a commutative
of maximal dimension gives rise to a modular invariant for C L , C R . The converse follows from the fact, resulting from [23] and [19] , that A ⊗ A admits a local extension with trivial representation category. At this point, two questions arise:
1. What is the significance of the above reasoning for the construction of d = 2 CQFTs? Perhaps the requirement that B have trivial representation category amounts to the absence of an obstruction to existence of a 'Wick rotated' Euclidean CQFT that can be defined on arbitrary Riemann surfaces? (The fact that the DHR category has a cohomological interpretation in terms of Roberts' local cohomology may be taken as further support for this speculation.)
2. Do the above results hold irrespective of whether the categories C L/R arise from chiral CFTs A L/R ? The answer is yes:
Conversely, every such algebra arises from a modular invariant [5] , which in fact is unique [6] .
(In the case C L = C R this was proven in [22] .) The proof of the first half requires little more than ideas already contained in [23] and [20] . The converse implication follows from facts outlined in the final section.
On the classification of modular categories
The circle of ideas of the preceding section has important pure mathematical ramifications, cf. [5] . Namely, given modular categories C L , C R , it is not hard to see that existence of a fusion category D such that C L ⊠ C R ≃ Z(D) is equivalent to existence of fusion categories
. In this case we write C L ∼ C R , and one easily sees that ∼ is an equivalence relation, Finally, the Witt group holds great promise for the classification of modular categories. The point is that Z(C) is modular for every fusion category, of which there are far too many to hope for a classification. (The fact that inequivalent fusion categories can have equivalent centers [24] does not help much.) Passing to the Witt group not only kills those 'trivial' modular categories but has the nice effect of yielding an abelian group W M . Many generators (from quantum groups at roots of unity) and relations (from conformal extensions and cosets) for W M are already known, and one may hope that W M can be determined completely. This would seem to be a rigorous implementation to the idea from CQFT folkore that "all modular categories" arise from the chiral WZW models via local extensions and coset constructions.
